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Surface For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2014

	Make Microsoft's Surface work—and play—just the way you want it to


	Microsoft's Surface tablet has the features and personality you're looking for, with a robust environment for business computing that doesn't skimp on fun. Surface for Dummies, 2nd Edition explains how Windows 8.1...
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Photographing New York City Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This Digital Field Guide is designed to be a pocketable companion in your quest to
	create postcard-worthy photographs in New York City. Whether you are visiting for
	the fi rst time or are a long-time resident, a beginner or seasoned shooter, this
	photo guide will offer tips and suggestions for 28 of the most photogenic spots in
	the...
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Pragmatic Thinking and Learning: Refactor Your WetwarePragmatic Bookshelf, 2008

	
		Software development happens in your head. Not in an editor, IDE, or design tool. You're well educated on how to work with software and hardware, but what about wetware--our own brains? Learning new skills and new technology is critical to your career, and it's all in your head.

		

		In this book by Andy...
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Upgrading & Fixing PCs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Covers upgrades for gaming, digital video, and entertainment!   

   Transform your PC into a glitch-free, turbocharged, multimedia machine   

   Want to add punch to your PC? This handy reference helps add power to your old computer. Easy steps show you how to add memory, update your virus...
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The Man Behind the Microchip: Robert Noyce and the Invention of Silicon ValleyOxford University Press, 2005
Hailed as the Thomas Edison and Henry Ford of Silicon Valley, Robert Noyce was a brilliant inventor, a leading entrepreneur, and a daring risk taker who piloted his own jets and skied mountains accessible only by helicopter.  Now, in The Man Behind the Microchip, Leslie Berlin captures not only this colorful individual but also the vibrant...
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Component-Oriented ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A practical, programming-centered approach to component-based software development
Component-oriented programming (COP) is rapidly becoming a mainstream programming paradigm, offering higher reusability and better modular structure with greater flexibility than object-oriented or library-based programming approaches. Component-Oriented...
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TiVo For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Pause live TV, replay missed moments, and skip commercials
Let TiVo choose the shows you want to see, then watch them when you want     

Who loves ya, baby? Your TiVo knows if you’re addicted to old detective series, or if you’re secretly in love with Buffy, and this book helps you begin a beautiful relationship. Teach TiVo...
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Architecting Enterprise Solutions : Patterns for High-Capability Internet-based SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Companies increasingly rely on systems that are secure, flexible and available 24x7. They are often developed in a very short time frame with changing requirements and increasing levels of complexity. Despite this, they must still display acceptable levels of performance, availability, scalability, security and a variety of other non-functional...
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Expert Oracle ExadataApress, 2015

	Expert Oracle Exadata, 2nd Edition opens up the internals of Oracle's Exadata platform so that you can fully benefit from the most performant and scalable database hardware appliance capable of running Oracle Database. This edition is fully-updated to cover Exadata 5-2 and Oracle Database 12c. If you're new to Exadata,...
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Show Me Macromedia Flash MX 2004Que, 2004
  			Show Me Macromedia Flash MX offers readers a fast, visual way to learn Flash MX, solve problems, and get work done! 

  			

	
    Step-by-step instructions with accompanying visuals requires less time reading and more time learning this popular Web authoring...
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Data Professionals at WorkApress, 2018

	
		Enjoy reading interviews with more than two dozen data professionals to see a picture of what it’s like to work in the industry managing and analyzing data, helping you to know what it takes to move from your current expertise into one of the fastest growing areas of technology today. Data is the hottest word of...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
The future looks bright for Web developers! With Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium, you now have fantastic tools that enable you to create a wide array of content and graphics to deploy on a Web site that is dynamic and easy to maintain.
   Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is a hands-on,...
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